iTIP 2446bis
Changes

• New draft: draft-ietf-calsify-2446bis-04

• VEVENT, VTODO, VJOURNAL cancel descriptions wrt RECURRENCE-ID

• [Issue91] FREEBUSY properties changed to '0+' from '1+' in VFREEBUSY PUBLISH and REPLY tables.

• [Issue89] Description for VEVENT ADD method simplified for clarity.

• MAY NOT -> MUST NOT in VFREEBUSY FREEBUSY response type.
Issue #85

- Dealing with the RANGE parameter.
Issue #86

- SEQUENCE number
- List discussion showed consensus to keep it.
- But we should clarify in more detail what its purpose is and how it should be used.
- e.g. its key from the ORGANIZERs standpoint to use it when sequencing attendee replies.
Issue #87

- Deprecate COUNTER/DECLINE-COUNTER
Issue #88

- CANCEL descriptions wrongly imply RECURRENCE-ID can occur multiple times.

- Fixed in latest draft.
Issue #89

• ADD text misleading.
• Very simple fix in latest draft.
Issue #90

- Better guidance to CUAs for ADD/CANCEL.
- Not done - waiting on RANGE= resolution.
Issue #91

• FREEBUSY presence value wrong in VFREEBUSY restriction table.

• Fixed in latest draft.
Issue #95

- REQUEST-STATUS multiple times with different top-level codes?
- Proposal: restrict REQUEST-STATUS to the same top-level code in a single iTIP message.
Issue #67

- DURATION and VFREEBUSY requests?
- Possible solutions:
  - Remove statement from iCalendar
  - Change iTIP to allow the DURATION property in a VFREEBUSY request
  - Status quo